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Abstract
We have developed a robot controller based
upon a neural implementation of Norman and
Shallice's model of executive attentional control
in humans. A simulation illustrates how attentional control leads to the suppression of action
selection errors in neurally controlled robots. A
related demonstration illustrates how lesioning
of the control architecture leads to behavioural
pathologies that resemble those seen in human
patients with damage to the prefrontal cortex.
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Introduction

Selecting the right action at the right time is important
for machines exhibiting higher-level behaviours. However, many researchers have found that robots exhibit
behavioural pathologies in relation to action selection.
Common examples include excessively frequent and inappropriate changes of behaviour (appearing either as
distractedness or as indecision); inappropriate persistence
of a behaviour; repetitive behaviour in which the robot
appears to lack awareness of failure.
Humans suffering similar behavioural pathologies are
often found to have suffered damage to an area of the
pre-frontal cortex which is functionally labeled the executive [Parkin, 1996], The executive initiates, monitors
and modulates higher level behaviours. Several models of
the executive exist, notably those of Baddeley and
Weiskrantz [1993] and Norman & Shallice [Shallice,
1998]. Both these models contain an executive called the
Supervisory System or Supervisory Attentional System
(SAS), respectively.
We have developed a neural implementation of the
Norman & Shallice architecture as a controller for a
simulated robot with the aim of demonstrating that such
an architecture can reduce action selection errors.

2

Architecture

The control network (ca. 700 neurons) features clusters
of highly interconnected neurons within functional
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blocks corresponding to those of the original Norman and
Shallice model (see below). These clusters are sparsely
connected to other clusters within the same functional
block or to clusters in neighbouring blocks. The interblock connections are based on known neuroanatomical
structures and pathways.
The functional architecture features a Perception Layer
which fuses sensor signals before distributing these to an
Associative Layer which maps perceptions to a behaviour
layer. The Behaviour Layer holds a number of distinct
networks which individually exhibit basis behaviours
such as 'wander safely', 'aggregate', 'disperse' [Mataric,
1996]. Basis behaviours can be combined to provide
higher-level behaviours. A Contention Scheduler takes
input from stimulated behaviours in the behaviour network requesting access to the robots effector systems and
selects which behaviors are granted expression in the real
world. (Our contention scheduler is an independent implementation of that given by Prescott et al.[1999].)
Two SAS functions are currently implemented. The
monitor network compares the currently intended behaviour with the currently expressed behaviour, generating
an arousal stimulus if a disparity occurs. Arousal causes
the modulator network to modulate the behavioral signals
into the contention scheduler from the behaviour layer
such that the intended behaviour is potentiated and the
other behaviours are attenuated. It is important to recognise that this does not guarantee the selection of the intended behaviour as this risks overriding behaviours designed to prevent undesirable outcomes such as collision.

3

Simulation

This section illustrates the operation of the simulated
robot which has both sonar and olfactory sensors and is
equipped with independent drive wheels and a gripper for
picking up objects of interest. The dynamics of the robot
motion and the sensor are based techniques prescribed by
Dudek and Jenkin [2000]. We use foraging behaviour
(wander until detect food, collect food, take food to
home), to illustrate the normal functioning of the SAS.
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In Figure 1. the robot (Penny) has detected food in a region near the bottom of the world, oriented itself and
then moved towards that food, collected it, and is now
taking it towards 'home'.

reproduce robot behaviour that appears to correspond to
similar pathologies exhibited by human patients .

Figure 1. Simulated robot exhibiting foraging behaviour.
The successful operation of the SAS is illustrated in
Figure 2. which provides a sequence of traces which are
the outputs of clusters and/or functional units of the neural architecture. Whilst the robot is currently taking food
home (as in Figure 1) an additional, distracting, food
source is introduced into the environment. This occurs
some 2 seconds into the trace. The top trace shows that
the robot detects the new food and the 'orient to food'
behaviour requests expression via the contention scheduler. Trace 3 shows that this is not the currently planned
behaviour (planning input for this behaviour is 'low').
However, the strength of the conditioning to the 'orient
to food' stimulus leads the Contention Scheduler to select
(inappropriately) the 'orient to food' behaviour (rising
spike in trace 4). But, the SAS monitor sees this (trace 5),
and correctly generates a modulatory signal to suppress
the level of excitation of this behaviour as seen by the
Contention Scheduler (trace 6). This results in the falling
spike of trace 4. Trace 7 illustrates that there was a momentary expression of the inappropriate behaviour at one
of the motors.
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Conclusion

We have demonstrated that a neural controller based
upon the Norman and Shallice model of executive attentional control can express willed behaviour required suppress otherwise inappropriate behavior. In a related demonstration of this simulation, lesion studies are used to
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Figure 2. Suppression of inappropriate behaviour by the SAS.
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